
CORPORATE
BROCHURE

Grind combines consultative strategy,exceptionally creative ideas & innovative
technology to provide you with all types of Digital and Print Solutions.



WHO WE ARE
We pride ourselves in our team members who are pioneers in the devel
opment industry with 17 years of experience and counting. Our team 
has experience in the web and development domain since 1995 and 
consists of some the best web developers of the Arab world.

WHAT WE DO
• High quality, flexible, scalable, and easy to maintain solutions
• Brand development and visual identity
• Corporate Design and Corporate Identity
• Website development
• App and software development
• Website, app and software development • Search Engine Optimization
• Fully Immersive digital experiences using VR, AR , MR

OUR AWARDS
Winners at Startup

Weekend Byblos 2013.

Winners at Arabnet Development
Tournament Lebanon 2013.

Winners at Arabnet Development 
Tournament MENA Finals 2013.

Winners at Arabnet Development
Tournament Lebanon 2012.

Winners at Yalla! Startup Weekend
72 hour Marathon 2010.

The Pan Arab Best
Visual Award 2010.

Sapi Visual Concept 
Award 2009, in Germany.



OUR CLIENTS
We have worked with some of the biggest
names in the industry and have covered 
All fields from Digital Media to Web 
Portals to Advanced In-House.

WHY CHOOSE US
We provide flexible, high quality, and easy to maintain solutions. We study your identi-
ty and offer a fully customized and tailor made solution. We treat our clients on a 
friendly and trust basis. We believe in the value of word; our clients love us a keep 
returning back. We believe you should get what you pay for, not more not less. We will 
never overcharge you. We have developed a system that allows us to offer our clients 
the best quality to price ratio in Lebanon and the Middle East.
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ABOUT USABOUT US

Abington Advisory is a management consulting & IT firm 
located in France, Lebanon, UAE and Indonesia, with 
partnerships in North Africa, Brazil, Canada, and KSA.

Mission
Propose an innovative approach to consulting by 
adapting the principles of Darwin’s theory of the 
evolution to business organizations.

Vision
Support the transformation of operational models 
of organizations in the context of profound changes 
in the economy

Vocation
Offer top-quality customized services & ensure 
both successful implementation and optimal 
achievement of results.

VISIONING 
YOUR BUSINESS
BOOSTING YOUR 
PROJECTS



D E S I G N



SHOWCASE | LOGOS



SHOWCASE | PRINT



SHOWCASE | PRINT



SHOWCASE | PRINT



S O C I A L



SHOW CASE | SOCIAL MEDIA



SHOW CASE | SOCIAL MEDIA Animated Google Ads



SHOW CASE | SOCIAL MEDIA Facebook Game



SHOW CASE | SOCIAL MEDIA



SHOW CASE | SOCIAL MEDIA



SHOW CASE | SOCIAL MEDIA



BANK

Points: 1,320

Facebook GameSHOWCASE | SOCIAL MEDIA



SHOW CASE | SOCIAL MEDIA



SHOW CASE | SOCIAL MEDIA



SHOWCASE | SOCIAL MEDIA



SHOWCASE | SOCIAL MEDIA



SHOWCASE | SOCIAL MEDIA



D I G I TA L



LiveLoveBeirut’s new platform consists of a state of the art project funding platform, highly optimized server
setup for high traffic, and a unique artificial intelligence system that scans the web for the latest & most

trending Instagram & blog posts based on certain localized criteria.

SHOWCASE | DIGITAL



NGNO is one of the most popular food websites in the Middle East. Users have access to a very powerful & smart
search engine allowing users to search in intricate detail for the favorite restaurants by location, budget, rating,

food type, and other very detailed search filters.

SHOW CASE | DIGITAL



 11FootballClub.com is the top football ecommerce sites in France. The site uses a highly advanced server configuration & strong
 backbone supporting millions of visitors per month.

SHOW CASE | DIGITAL



 Pulse is one of the top production houses in Lebanon. Their website focuses on full digital media showcase
 with full mobile friendly display. Integration with social media is also one of the key elements of the site.

SHOWCASE | DIGITAL



SHOWCASE | 3D MODELING

ART MUSEUM | GHANA BRAZZAVILLE

RESIDENTIAL MOKELEMBEMBE | CONGO



SHOW CASE | 3D MODELING



SHOW CASE | 3D MODELING



AUGMENTED REALITY Standing in front of construction site, in Real Life...



AUGMENTED REALITY ...Watching Real Life buildings build-up from the ground up, h o l o g r a p h i c a l l y .
enter and interact with each floor, changing every detail to your liking



GRIND prides to unveil its latest addition to its services, that has an emphasis on development and
construction serving related companies. This service is focused on holographic technologies and 3D augmented visualizations. 

This technology is far from being publicized in the market throughout the world, and we are introducing it in South Africa, 
where the US and Europe just started introducing it as well. 

This technology serves your clients by connecting with their future investment in real life. Your clients can stand
in your offices, on site, or anywhere, with or without an unfinished building, and see the completed building in 3D
where they can even physically (not on computer, phone, tablet, or any hand held device) enter holographically
to the inside of the building/property. 

What better way to sell your properties, by having your client stand in their own future property?

AUGMENTED REALITY



MIXED REALITY
STEP INTO THE NEW AGE



HOW YOU CAN BENEFIT

WIN MORE
CONTRACTS

MINIMIZE
CHANGE ORDERS

SHORTEN
SALES CYCLE

EXPEDITE
JURISDICTION

APPROVAL

STAND OUT
FROM THE

COMPETITION



A whole complete shift from traditional 
architecture to holographic technology. 
View your property in details, straight 
from original CAD files. Enlarge, rotate, 
immerse yourself in your model and 
make live changes to your future 
property. Efficiency at its best. 

A perfect solution to show off your models, 
bringing your client’s dream into an 
impossible, now touchable reality.

Engineering for 
Digital Architecture!

ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION

GAMING

HEALTHCARE

INDUSTRIAL



ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION

GAMING

HEALTHCARE

INDUSTRIAL
Isn’t it time for schools to start teaching 
about the future rather than the past? 
Now imagine you are learning the solar 
system where you can get the milky way 
and explore each planet, or even learn 
biology by dissecting a heart, or even 
create holographic chemical 
experiments. Just let your imagination 
teach you.

We take your course or entire curriculum 
and turn it into live holographic education.

Education for the
Digital Generation!



ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION

GAMING

HEALTHCARE

INDUSTRIALGaming in Mixed Reality is an entire 
whole experience. An entire range of 
interactive games all interacting with you and 
the all of the environment around you! 

Have you played mine craft on your own 
tabletop? Have you noticed any alien creatures 
inside your own walls? How about solving a 
crime in your own office
Now that’s fun!

The war zone of
Digital Gaming!



ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION

GAMING

HEALTHCARE

INDUSTRIALOperate on and educate patients 
holographically! Now doctors and 
medical students can create holographic 
procedures prior to doing the actual 
operations!

Does your patient have  a neck pain, just 
show him where, and how you’re going to fix 
it! Thanks Doc!

The delicacy of
Digital Healthcare!



ARCHITECTURE

EDUCATION

GAMING

HEALTHCARE

INDUSTRIALIndustrial design and engineering can 
now holographically be built and 
presented, straight from the original 
drawing files. Now you can create entire 
heavy machinery, edit, and present them 
holographically, prior to production. 
Efficiency at its best.

Creating an engine? A car? A truck? A 
generator? Tower crane? You name it! 
Just print it holographically!

Industrial Product
Digital Visualization!



PRESENTATION KIT

Send us your model files in any common 
3D modelling or CAD software and we 
will turn them into a perfectly 
rendered holographic Presentation Kit. 
Within a few days we can turn your models 
into a Presentation Quality application that 
you can use as a demo for clients and  
partners.

A perfect solution to show off your models, 
bringing your client’s dream into an impossible, 
now reality!



SHOWCASE | AUGMENTED REALITY

MMA App

Educational and Entertaining Virtual Mixed Martial Arts training app. 
User gets personally trained by mastered martial arts moves, 
presented by world master trainers and players. The user gets 
connected with any other player in the world and compete against 
each other.



SHOWCASE | AUGMENTED REALITY

Azimut:

A tailor-made immersive experience in your dream boat. Get to 
customize every detail, save it, and have it engineered and 
developed as virtually designed. Each model can be 
sized accordingly and even real scale. Check out this demo video! 

https://vimeo.com/250650952


SHOWCASE | AUGMENTED REALITY

Maserati:

Get in the car of the future model of Maserati. Customize, test drive, 
and get informed of each car part in this futuristic 
showcasing model. Start your engine and check out the video!

https://vimeo.com/260418310


 INNOVATE 
DESIGN
DEVELOP
Jounieh, Ghadir, St Antonios Street LEB|Dubai Silicon Oasis ,   D Tech  UAE
T: +961  9 642 646 |+971 56 464 0196 | www.grind.agency | hello@grind.agency

In 2018 , our goal is to develop ourselves.Either personally or as a team, we need to aspire towards progress.


